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\Particle"-trajectories are dened as integrable dxµdp
µ = 0
paths in projective space. Quantum states evoluting on such
trajectories, open or closed, do not delocalise in (x; p) projec-
tion, the phase associated to the trajectories being related to
the previously known geometric (Berry) phase and to the Classi-
cal Mechanics action. High Energy Physics properties of states
evoluting on \particle"-trajectories are discussed.
Quantal wave-packet revival [1] is the periodic re-
assembly of a state’s localised structure along a classi-
cally stable orbit. The phenomenon has been observed
experimentally in Rydberg atoms [2] as well as in one-
atom masers [3], and prompts the question whether such
revival is possible also for states evoluting on open tra-
jectories [4], similarly to classical point-particles. It is
shown in this Letter that integrable dxµdpµ = 0 trajec-
tories in projective space do provide such a context, the
aspect being related to Differential Geometry [5], inde-
pendently on the existence of a Hamiltonian.
The revival of quantal wave-packets is related to the
concept of geometric phase [6] introduced by Berry.
Berry [7] has shown that additionally to a Hamiltonian
induced dynamic phase, a quantum state evoluting in pa-
rameter space on a trajectory that returns to the initial
state acquires an extra phase termed geometric phase.
Subsequent analysis has generalised the context in which
the phenomenon occurs, lifting the restriction of adia-
baticity [8], cyclicity and unitarity [9]. An important step
was made by the kinematic approach [10], which demon-
strated that the Hamiltonian is not needed in defining ge-
ometric phase, and underlined the native geometrical na-
ture of the quantity by relating it to the Bargman invari-
ants [11,12]. The acquirment of a geometrical phase by
quantum states evoluting on closed trajectories in param-
eter space has been verified experimentally in neutron
interference [13], in two photon states produced in spon-
taneous parametric down-conversion [14], etc. The latter
paper makes the important remark that experiments re-
lated to non-locality vis a` vis Bell inequalities [15] and
the Berry phase are connected, non-locality in Quantum
Mechanics being pointed out as a consequence of com-
pleteness as early as 1948, by Einstein [16].
The fundamental assumption [17] of this Letter is the
commutation relation [xµ;kν ]− = −igµν  1 between the
wave-vector kµ and coordonate xµ operators. The lat-
ter act as tangent space vectors on the manifold, action









µU∆x = xµ + ∆xµ
Uy∆k k
µU∆k = kµ + ∆kµ (1)
respectively jxi U∆x+ jx+∆xi and jki U∆k+ jk+∆ki. Given
an arbitrary reference state j ref i, a set of translated
image-states can be defined as [18]:
j (; ) i def= U∆kU∆xj ref i (2)
with correspondingly translated state averages:
hxµiψ(ξ,κ) = hxµiref + ∆xµ = µ
hkµiψ(ξ,κ) = hkµiref + ∆kµ = µ (3)
It is important to note that the spread of these states is







ref = const: (4)
The interchange of U∆x and U∆k in the definition of
j (; ) i leads to a state corresponding in projective
space [8,12] to the same point, the two states differing




The situation is better evidentiated by the comparison of
j ref i to its transported image around the ∆x ! ∆k !






−i∆xµ∆kµ  1 (6)












µ  1 (7)
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In both cases the state acquires a geometrical phase pro-
portional to the (x; k) area enclosed by the loop in pro-
jective space. It is noteworthy to point out that should
this phase be zero, the anholonomy [9] hold preventing
the realisation of a proper (x; k) coordinate system on the
(Hilbert) representation space disappears. It could seem
from the above that the concept of geometric phase is de-
finable only for closed (x; k) paths, however, generalising











and holding the initial and final states apart at fixed
displacements (∆x;∆k), a path dependent phase can be












The above relation supports a class of canonical trans-
formations - such as Q = k, P = −x, consistent with
[xµ;kν ]− = −igµν  1 and hxjki = (2)−2e−ixµk
µ
- that
identify the geometrical phase as the Classical Mechan-
ics action [20]. Assuming that j ref i can evolute on two
neighbouring paths via a beam-splitter like mechanism,
the interference in the final state is destructive unless
S = 0 (for remote trajectories: S = 2n), respec-
tively the extremal action condition. Paths satisfying
the extremal action condition at each point - or equiva-
lently dxµdkµ = 0 in equation (6) - preserve constructive
interference along the path, and are termed “particle”-
trajectories.
In the beginings of Quantum Mechanics it was puzzling
that quantum phenomenae could not be formulated in
(x; p) space, as in Classical Mechanics. These attempts
failed due to the non-zero commutator of the coordinate
and momentum operators [xµ;pν ]− = −ih¯gµν  1, and
are best summarised by the Heisenberg inequality xµ 
pν  h¯2 gµν . Nonetheless, free quantum particles can be
approximated by Classical Mechanics and this type of
description should in principle be possible, as hinted by
the extremal geometric phase relation.
Establishing an (x; k) coordinate system on a manifold
requires in essence that a translation with a ∆x leg fol-
lowed by one with a ∆k leg reach the same point as it
would under those operations interchanged:
[U∆x;U∆k]− = (1− e−i∆xµ∆k
µ
)U∆xU∆k = 0 (10)
This is possible non-trivially only for spaces at least 2D
in dimension, by requiring ∆xµ∆kµ = 0. The problem
of establishing an (x; k) grid on a 1D manifold is that a
translation around a quantum loop of area dx  dp = 1
2 h¯
accumulates a phase factor , as seen from equation (7).
For manifolds of greater dimension this phase may vanish
by reciprocal phase compensation among dimensions. For
an Euclidian metric it can be shown that this is realised
only by trajectories on a sphere. The Minkowski metric
however, allows for non-trivial solutions of the n+1 pairs
of canonically conjugate variables - (Q;P ) plus the tem-
poral dimension (t; E). To have thus a proper (x; k) grid
on the manifold two conditions must be met:
1. - necessary condition: dxµdkµ = 0
PAT H
This relation defines locally a coordinate system
and it is better known than apparent in physics.
For example in the case of wave-packet propaga-
tion, requiring the constituent waves to move in
sync yields the condition ~vg = ~rk!, which can be
re-written as ~vg  d~k = ~rk!  d~k = d!, respectively:
dt  d! − d~x  d~k = 0 (11)
For point-particles, the work-energy relation dE =
~Fd~x = d~x  d~p=dt, can be likewise re-written as:
dt  dE − d~x  d~p = 0 (12)
2. - sufficient condition: d2x = 0 and d2k = 0
P AT H
This relation conditions path integrability, neces-
sary for the path independent definition of an (x; k)
coordinate system on the manifold. It is a global








that makes the important connection between kine-
matics and dynamics. Due to the inertia of
the initial condition, “cross-over” trajectories from
kµk
µ > 0 to kµkµ < 0 are ruled out, k2C being a
characteristic of the trajectory. Initial states lying
on the light-cone cannot “fall” onto kµkµ > 0 or
kµk
µ < 0 solutions due to the gradient of the dif-
ferential equation parallel to the sheet of the light-
cone. The kµkµ = k2C relation is known in physics
in the form of E = c
p
m20c
2 + ~p 2, respectively:
(E=c)2 − ~p 2 = (m0c)2 (14)
In summary, up to a canonical transformation [20]
“particle”-trajectories provide a ruling of the manifold
that satisfies the:
 translational properties of state averages:
hxµiψ(ξ,κ) = hxµiref + ∆xµ
hkµiψ(ξ,κ) = hkµiref + ∆kµ (15)
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ref = const: (16)





dhxµi dhkµi = 0Z
path
hkµidhxµi = extremal (17)
 path type constraint:
hkµihkµi = k2C
hkµkµi = k2C − kµkµ (18)
 “particle”-grid to physically meaningful state-
average contact condition:
hxµiψ(ξ,κ) = µ
hkµiψ(ξ,κ) = µ (19)
Although no physical interpretation has been assumed
for k, it is evident now that it can be associated to what
is known experimentally as 4-momentum: kµ = h¯pµ=c.
Since properties related to the geometric phase have
been discussed mostly in the context of low energy phe-
nomenae, the following will refer to aspects related to
High Energy Physics.
Quantum states travelling on “particle”-trajectories












respectively the rest and bare mass of the state, related








The spread in m2bare of an evoluting quantum state is:
h2(kµkµ)iψ(ξ,κ) = h2(kµkµ)iref+
4 k∆kk  h(kµkµ)(nµkµ)iref+
4 k∆kk2  h2(nµkµ)iref (22)
where k∆kk def= j∆kµ∆kµj1/2 and nµ = ∆kµ=k∆kk.
Due to the vanishing linear term in k∆kk, the expres-
sion admits a minimum in the vecinity of (E; p) =
(m0c2; 0) for sub-luminous trajectories, respectively
(E; p) = (0;m0c) for supra-luminous trajectories,
around which the Klein-Gordon equation holds:
kµkµ ’ const:  1 (23)









h2(k0 − kk)imin (24)
the state approaching the light-cone and overlapping with
the densely bunchedm2bare paths in this region of k-space.
The effect holds even for states with ∆m2bare = 0 at
rest, and should be distinguished from seeing the state
from a different system of reference (Lorentz boost). The
∆mbare=mbare magnitude of the effect is on the order of
0.1% for a 1 eV/c spread e− state accelerated to LEP2
energies, respectively 4% for a 1 MeV/c spread p state ac-
celerated to TEVatron energies, the Klein-Gordon equa-
tion holding with good accuracy in both cases. Tests of
the effect could be width measurements of thin resonant
states (, , etc) produced at rest and accelerated to
high momentum. At very high energies the accelerated
state overlaps with higher m2bare states as well as with
m2bare  0 states, a 1 eV/c spread e− state overlaping
with its supra-luminous [23] pair for E > 300 GeV.
In summary, dxµdpµ = 0 integrable trajectories have
been shown to transport quantum states non-dispersively
in (x; p) projective space. The geometrical phase asso-
ciated with such trajectories is extremal, and has been
linked with the Classical Mechanics action and the previ-
ously known Berry phase. Transport of quantum states
to very high boost factors is shown to produce overlap
with other m2bare states.
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 is the invariant proper-time, (cd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where γ′ = 1=
p
2 − 1 with 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selects the parallel component to the boost.
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